A Universe of Stories

Suggested Books and Authors for Kindergarten

PICTURE BOOKS

Agee, Jon
Life on Mars
A young astronaut tries to find life on Mars, but is he paying attention?

Bahk, Jane
Juna's Jar
Where will the objects in Juna's jar take her?

Baldacchino, Christine
Morris Micklewhite and the Tangerine Dress
Morris wears what makes him happy.

Barnaby, Hannah Rodgers
Garcia & Colette Go Exploring
A rabbit and fox can't seem to agree on where to explore next!

Campoy, F. Isabel
Maybe Something Beautiful
Art can transform a neighborhood.

Doi, Kaya
Chirri & Chirra
A magical adventure in the forest.

Gassman, Julie
Do Not Bring Your Dragon to the Library
Libraries and dragons do not mix.

Jackson, Richard
In Plain Sight
Sophie's grandpa is always losing things!

Kelly, Mark E.
Mousetronaut: Based on a (Partially) True Story
Mike the mouse assists astronauts on a Space Shuttle mission.

Kim, Aram
No Kimchi for Me
Yoomi hates Kimchi. But can her grandmother make her love it?

Lehrhaupt, Adam
Chicken in Space
A pig and chicken travel to what they believe is outer space.

O'Leary, Sara
A Family is a Family is a Family
What makes a family special?

Rustgi, Jennifer
A Moon of My Own
A young girl travels the world with the moon in the background.

Sehgal, Kabir and Surishtha
The Wheels on the Tuk Tuk
Tuk tuk riders say “Namaste-ji” all through the town.

Thompkins-Bigelow, Jamilah
Mommy's Khimar
Mommy's khimar lets me be...

BEGINNER BOOKS

Alinas, Marv
Rhyming Word Families books
Learn sounds through silly rhyming adventures.

Bell, Cece
Rabbit and Robot books
Adventures of two unlikely friends!

Blevins, Wiley
How to Deal with Bullies Superhero-Style
When Zach sees bullying, he comes to the rescue.

Bolger, Kevin
Fun with Ed and Fred (Beginner books by author)
Learn basic phonics while giggling!

Shea, Bob
Ballet Cat books
Ballet Cat loves to dance!

Virján, Emma J.
Pig in a Wig books
A pig in a wig has many adventures.

J 372.465 Flanagan
Cats: The Sound of Short A (Consonants and Long & Short Vowels books)
Practice your letter sounds with this beginning reader series.

NON FICTION

J 333.72 Napoli
Mama Miti: Wangari Maathai and the Trees of Kenya

J 372.7 Long
The Wing Wing Brothers Math Spectacular!

J 523 Hartland
How the Meteorite Got to the Museum

J 525.35 Evans
Day and Night

J 551.576 Pope
What is the Difference between Clouds and Fog?

J 612.75 Ribke
I Have a Skeleton

J 782.42 Gripp
Somebunny Loves Me: Sharing Kindness with our Animal Friends

J 793.3 Ancona
Boys Dancing: From School Gym to Theater Stage

J B Johnson
Counting on Katherine: How Katherine Johnson saved Apollo 13

To find books in Talking Books format, search the Maryland State Library for the Blind & Physically Handicapped catalog at http://webopac.klas.com/talkingbooks/md or call 1-800-964-9209. MCPL also has audiobooks and Large Type Books. If this booklist is needed in another format, contact your local library.